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Washington, DC 20013 
 
Dear Mr. Francis, 
 
Thank you for your March 9, 2021, letter providing the Coalition’s concerns related to the NPS 
Second Century Campground Strategy. The NPS has undertaken a multifaceted approach to 
concurrently highlight and address potential improvements across our campgrounds. We 
appreciate your interest in our efforts and would like to provide you some clarifications on your 
observations. Attached is a copy of the draft campground development guidelines (guide) for 
your reference.  
  
The impetuous of the guide was largely in part to capture the tangible and intangible factors that 
define the difference between a typical commercial campground and one in a national park. The 
guide focuses on several components of an NPS campground. These include:  

• All NPS campgrounds are unique and there is no one size that fits all. The guide is 
intended to help parks make decisions to adapt but still maintain the character of each unique 
park circumstance.   
• NPS Campgrounds have a long history of development. This understanding provides a 
foundation for today’s campground. (PDF page 9) 

  
The draft guide specifically addresses your concerns in the following areas: 
 

• Distance between sites and screening where possible  
o The ‘Site Analysis’ section includes considerations in many areas, including 
vegetation and topography. This information reminds users of the guide of the many 
considerations that are important to consider in a NPS campground. (PDF page 18)  
o The ‘Layout Design Considerations’ section covers an in-depth analysis 
of how “a modern NPS campground can better maintain the historical design 
intent.” Considerations include vegetation, roads and trails, topography, viewsheds, 
campsites, buildings and structures, and fire protection. (PDF page 67)    

• Lower rather than higher density of sites  
o Campground density varies significantly by campground and park. Yellowstone 
National Park and Grand Canyon National Park have historically had higher density 
campground layouts whereas less busy parks such as Craters of the Moon National 
Monument and Preserve or El Morro National Monument have lower density 
campgrounds. The guide provides an example of roughly 4,500 sq ft feet required for 
an RV space. The hardened space totals roughly 1,500 sq ft, leaving another 3,000 



sq ft for space between the next site. This is a difference from many commercial 
campgrounds which sometimes allocate around 3,000 sq ft per site or less. These 
numbers vary significantly depending on the individual campground.  
o “To ensure appropriate amount of space between campsites, estimate roughly 11 
and 15 campsites per acre.” (PDF page 70) 
o The guide goes on to specify the differences between spatial requirements for the 
four most common types of campsite layouts: Vehicle and tent, Large RV, Group 
sites, and Walk-in or bike-in campsites. (PDF page 71) 

• Night sky protective lighting fixtures  
o The document includes two pages of text and images on best practices for 
preserving naturally dark night skies. (PDF page 120) 
o The revised document will include a link to additional guidance that can be found 
through the International Dark Sky Association.  

• Minimal electric service at as many campsites (including tent sites) as possible to help 
end the use of noisy generators and conflicts over the restroom electrical outlets  

o “The determination to include utility hookups depends on a variety of factors, 
including the demand for RV hookups at the site, campground location and size, 
availability of commercial campgrounds in the area, and the cost of installing and 
maintaining the services and utilities. Campsites designed for RVs should provide 
electrical services in a covered and grounded electrical box mounted to a post or in a 
manufactured assembly that includes a ground fault interrupter.” (PDF page 116) 
o “In addition to RV hookups (where applicable) consider charging stations for 
personal devices. These can be located at comfort stations, fee stations, or individual 
campsites including walk-in sites.” (PDF page 116) 
o “Where electrical hookups are provided, generator use can be reduced or 
eliminated. Generator use can negatively impact the experience of campers that do 
not use generators. Locate sites allowing generator use in a separate area to eliminate 
impact to visitors. Increasing the availability of electricity at campsites is also 
encouraged for inclusivity of people with disabilities. Visitors may need to recharge 
powered mobility devices or require a power source for use with breathing apparatus 
during the night. Make sure these visitors are able to disperse throughout the 
campground and not always be forced into camping in highly developed areas.” (PDF 
page 118) 

 
The NPS believes a second century campground consists of the following:  

• An inclusive campground that:  
o Provides space for all user types, including those with disabilities and those from 
underserved communities and a variety of cultures.  
o Uses social science data to make informed decisions and considers users and their 
motivations for use. The built environment is then addressed to reflect visitor 
preferences as appropriate (such as larger campsites, utilities, or glamping).  
o Provides a wide range of campsite types for different user groups including, 
where appropriate, modern amenities and larger sites for recreational vehicles as well 
as continuing to offer traditional tent sites.  
o Separates noncompatible user groups (for instance generator loops are isolated 
away from tent loops).  



o A campground that addresses critical systems deferred maintenance. 
o Where present, water, wastewater, and electricity are prioritized deferred 
maintenance since these are critical campground components. 
o Roadways and campground spurs are second tier priorities for deferred 
maintenance.  
o Provides an array of reservation windows for different types of visitors.  

• An adaptive design that considers emerging technologies and provides space for those 
improvements in the future. (For instance, providing electric car charging opportunities at 
individual campsites may not be needed now but may be desired in the future.)  
• Considers return on investment. 

o Use of the Market Analysis Tools (under development) to determine the most 
viable and financially sustainable solution for campground improvements, and  
o Leveraging opportunities (such as Directors Order 35B–Cost Recovery for 
National Park Service Provided Utilities or campsite amenity fees) to offset 
construction and/or operations and maintenance costs.   

  
We are proud of the work the NPS has completed to date and we look forward to finalizing it in 
the next few months. You will find the updates in our final document show that we have made 
even greater strides towards defining NPS priorities while increasing the accessibility of 
campgrounds for all users. If you have any questions, please feel free to reach out to Mike 
Caldwell, Acting Associate Director, Park Planning, Facilities and Lands at 
mike_caldwell@nps.gov or 610-772-3854. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Shawn Benge 
Deputy Director, Operations 
Exercising the Delegated Authority of the Director, National Park Service 
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